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DESCRIPTION 

 Alkaline aqueous gel, combined with surfactants and water-soluble solvents particularly active, to remove 
persistent ink and other agents. Especially suitable for cleaning and conditioning ANILOX cylinders and similar. 

 
APLICATIONS 

 Deep cleaning for all common ANILOX cylinders. 
Cleaning of all types of inks or varnishes that are applied with anilox. 

 
SPECIFICATIONS 

 State 
Color 
Odor 
Corrosive 
Flammable 

Gel 
Amber 
Faint 
Yes, alkaline based (does not attack the chrome) 
No 

 
STORAGE 

 Do not expose to temperatures below 5ºC or up to 35ºC. Expiration 24 moths for closed package and 
under correct temperature conditions. 

 
PACKAGING 

 Box 3 L (3 x 1L)  
 

HOW TO USE 

 ANILOX IN MACHINE: 
Apply KFX ANICLEAN Gel directly over the cylinder, evenly distribute the product and leave it between 15 
to 30 minutes, you can leave in rotation with the blades system.  
 
For cleaning of rubber cylinders, time should be shorter and verify if the type of rubber cylinder is not 
damaged by KFX ANICLEAN Gel. 
 
Rinse with water and repeat if it is necessary. 
  
 ANILOX OUT OF MACHINE:   
 Apply evenly the product on the cylinder and leave between 20 to 30 minutes. 
 
Firstly, rinse with water at low pressure and later at high pressure to improve the result. 
  
In case of cylinders with very persistent residuum, process can be repeated. 

  
 

SAFETY CONDITIONS 

 Use gloves, protection glasses, etc…. See MSDS (Security Safety Data Sheets) 
 


